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-:
Gene rally
s3y,
the level
of exotlyiI!s reJuctic:;
1:~s -;.s ,".','=countries
01’ I~e;Jionzl
Croug~ X 6,ue -to
be.tv:ee n p:3rticulor
different
standpoints
toward this issue.Tradition
of using the ilomestic
forms
of geoqraphidal
names,
exonyms; .has--peen deeprooted
in Poland and Hungary.
i.e.
:
In these countries
several
stages of the; e:<onyms;applic&
..
beginning
from.schoolbtiok&i3hen
-. .-.'
tion are ,recognized..e
popularizing
'literature,
cartographic
products
for_I inland
market, mass media up *o learned
publications,
cartographic
products
f or export and official
materials.
Bulgaria
accepted -such a decree on reduction
of us&exonyms
number according
to which the names of countries--of
the world
and- their
capitals.
as we.11 as the mosi commdn ‘arid'settled'
names of orographic
and hydpographic
objects
and regions
would
be included
in the intended
list,
exclusively:
The series
of conferences
recommendations
on reduction.of
exonyms usage and preference
of endonyms has been
basically
.
followed
in arrangement
of the Czech and Slovak cariographic
-producti.on
plans. Similarly,
the CSFR has also respected
the
accentuated
recommendation
according
to which in cartographic
5 productiori
intended
for nati,onal
use the- exonyms should be
specified
along with the local
official
names /endonytis/
to essential
extentWhen specifying
the-settlement
units
in most of the maps for public
and schools,
the endonyms are
identified
along with the national
official
forms of names.
being given into brackets
- provir!ed there is enough space in
the map. The smaLIc2r is Lhc a1.3psc3YLe the less exonyms are
providedIn ttie Czech Republic-a
phblication
entitled
Czech
Colnmon Geographical
Proper Ncmes was
published
in 1982.
NOwadays,Common Slovak Geographical
Names of' World has b$en
preparing
for output in the Slovak Republic
and simultaneous
reduction
in number of exonyms and their
consequent
shift
to
the class of Slovak historical
exonyms are expected-
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‘At

the

countries

10th

session
were

of

the

rectimwended

UN Regional
to

keep

.Group

paying

X all

attention

on changing
conditions
k s sue an-d in dependence
to approach
to ekonyms
systematic
cquntries
with
respective
resolutionscomplyi@
..

in

i~!zz~zf:to

that

particular

reduction

,

